Details of calculation of the optimum of solvent properties thanks to the Arrhenius parameters.
Free radical polymerization kinetics law link monomer conversion to the global kinetic constant. Thanks to the set of experiments we now the Arrhenius parameters dependence to the solvent properties Figure S5 : Relaxed 1-hexyl radical determined using GAUSSIAN03 calculation (in red are the partial Mulliken charge) Table S3 : XYZ coordinates and mulliken charge of all atoms of 1-hexyl radical The punctual dipole momentum of the radical is calculated by μ radical =Σq i r i with an origine corresponding to the barycenter of the C 2 H 2 unit. Therefore μ radical =1.5009 C.m.
AIBN fragment radical has been simulated using GAUSSIAN03 using restricted open shell B3LYP/6-311++G basis.
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1.502Å Figure S6 : Relaxed AIBN fragment ((CH 3 ) 2 C CN) determined using GAUSSIAN03 calculation (in red are the partial Mulliken charge) 
